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NEWSBREAKS
Your Product Features Resource Guide to Chempax and eChempax

CHEMPAX VB: GETTING READY FOR YOUR
YEAR END PHYSICAL INVENTORY
If your fiscal year ends on December 31st, chances are you’ll be counting inventory in just a couple of weeks. Chempax VB
has a comprehensive set of tools to help you enter and manage your counts, but if it’s been a year since you last used it,
here’s a last-minute review of the “what”, “when” and “how” of inventory counting, plus some things to keep in mind as you
get ready for count day.

WHAT TO COUNT?

If you’re not planning to count your entire inventory, your best bet is to count entire
warehouses or an entire class of products. The highlighted options in IC17 Update Physical
Inventory Count allow you to zero out anything you didn’t find and include in the count when
applying the count.

WHEN TO COUNT?

There’s a big advantage to counting inventory at the end of the month, especially when
December 31st falls on a Sunday as it does this year. This avoids the need to create a
“short” or “long” month. Keep in mind that once you’ve finished the count, you can
take your time entering and checking it, as long as new inventory transactions are
entered into the next posting month.
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HOW TO COUNT?

Most companies use the tried and true approach
of sending teams out with count sheets (see IC14
Physical Inventory Worksheet), and then entering the
results into Chempax back in the office. But there’s
still time to consider some alternatives:

TAG INVENTORIES

Before the count, attach numbered inventory tags to each bin or location. On count day, write in the
product and count and collect the tags, or write the product numbers on the tags ahead of time for
an even faster count (see the IC18 Tag Listing Report). The advantage of tag inventories is that you’ll
know right away if you missed any part of the count, and you can count the same product and lot in
different parts of the warehouse.

TABLETS OR LAPTOPS

Instead of writing down the counts and then having someone else type the numbers into Chempax, consider sending the
teams out with tablets or laptops. As long as you have WiFi in your warehouse, ChempaxVB can be run remotely from
any laptop computer and from many tablets. The counts can be entered directly into IC15 Physical Inventory Entry, or for
tablets, try using PW2 Physical Inventory Count:
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ENTER COUNTS INTO EXCEL

If your count teams are more comfortable working in MS Excel,
follow these steps:
1. Turn on custom option ICPYSICALGRIDENTRY using menu EX7.
2. Prior to count day, run menu IC15 and respond “Yes” to prefill
the counts:

3. Create a “template” spreadsheet by using File/Export to Excel from IC15.

4. After entering the counts, import the spreadsheet back into IC15 using the

button.

PREPARING FOR COUNT DAY

1. Check your version of Chempax by clicking Help/About:
If you see a Compile Date prior to April 1, 2017, update to the
current recommended version or contact your support rep
and we’ll do the update for you.
2. To ensure an accurate inventory, make sure that all pending inventory transactions are entered into Chempax:
		
		
		

• Enter PO Receipts for anything you already put away.
• Enter Invoices for anything you shipped.
• Enter batch receipts for anything you manufactured.

3. Run menu IC15 and check each warehouse so that you can clear out
any counts from the prior cycle. If you get a prompt like the image to
the right, Click “Yes” to clear out the previous data before starting the
new count.
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FIXING THINGS THAT GO WRONG

You’ve waited all year to count; what could possibly go wrong? Here’s what the VB team hears most often and what to do
about it:

COUNTS HAVE DISAPPEARED FROM IC15

This is probably the result of someone responding to a “continue counting” prompt and choosing the wrong option. Use
menu EX27 to restore the count.

COUNTS APPLIED TOO SOON

If you run IC17 and then realize that you missed a section of the warehouse, don’t panic! Even if you chose to zero out
uncounted inventory, it’s OK to run IC17 again. Just respond “yes” to this prompt:

FORGOT TO APPLY COUNTS

You thought you were all done but a week later you realize you missed a warehouse. Not a problem! As long as the count
was as of the end of the month, you can run IC17 and apply the missed counts at any time.

ACCIDENTALLY CHECKED “ZERO OUT INVENTORY”

If you suddenly lost inventory that you hadn’t meant to count, reverse the update using EX 26 and try again.

COUNTS APPLIED TO THE WRONG POSTING MONTH

If you selected “November” instead of “December”, Chempax will try to adjust your counts for a month’s worth of activity.
Use EX 26 to reverse the count and try again.

FINAL THOUGHTS

End of year inventory can be nerve-racking experience, but with a bit of advance planning, you should have smooth
experience. Once the actual count is done, you’ll have plenty of time to get it applied and, if necessary, corrected. Good
Luck and Happy Holidays!

UPCOMING INDUSTRY EVENTS

Meet a Datacor representative at an upcoming industry event.
• Jan. 29th - Feb. 3rd (2018) ACI Annual Meeting
• Feb. 24th ASC Annual Meeting
• Feb. 28th - Mar. 2nd NACD Southern Region Meeting
• Mar. 4th - 6th PPC Spring Meeting

ANY QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions, please e-mail
vbsupport@datacor.com or call us at
(973) 822-1551.

FOLLOW US:

• Mar. 25th - 27th International Petrochemical Conference
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